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ABSTRACT 

The investment resources are allocated so as to 
meet as far as possible the requirements for the 
subscriber services and the improvement of qua
lity of service, while remaining within the tr
nancial constraints. Adopting as a criterion tne 
maximization of the average traffic throughput 
of the network) a method is presented in which 
the limLted investment funds are shared among 
the hierarchical levels and types of the cir
cuit groups. The average traffic throughput is 
measured by the probability E that a call made 
from place A to place B is successfully carried. 
The probability E is considered in a star-con
nected network consisting of defined sets of 
circuit groups characterized by the per channel 
traffic and the relative value. By introducing 
the idea of the traffic effectiveness of in
vestment as the sensitivity of traffic through
put with respect to the per channel traffic, 
the problem to allocate the available resources 
can be optimally solved by finite iteration 
steps. Simulating the traffic effects of the 
improving extensions/very accurate solutions 
can be obtained with the aid of a minicomputer. 

The method is demonstrated by numerical examples 
relating to multi-exchange local network and 
nation-wide trunk network. General conclusions 
for the investment strategy are drawn. Finally 
an extension of the method is presented so that 
the aim is the improvement of the network 
availabili ty. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The general purposes in the development of te
lecommunication networks are to meet the sub
scriber demand for services and the improvement 
of quality of service. If investment funds are 
limited we must achieve as far as possible the 
subscriber requirements and strive after the 
maximum attainable improvement of the quality 
of service. To the realization of these purposes 
the available investment funds must be optimally 
allocated in the networ~. Considering the qua
lity aspects, in [1], [21 the object of the op
timization was to minimize the expenditure per 
carried traffic of hypothetical connections. 
This objective function sufficiently describes 
the requirements related to the reduction of 
the traffic loss, the enhancement of the traffic 
income and the circuit-utilization, however 
the evaluation of the results with respect to 
the whole network comes up against difficulties. 
The ftnmda:twn , o:f investment decisions taking 
into account the totality of the network and the 
probability for the set-up of the possible con
nections is rather a memory- and time-consuming 
[3J. 

By using a star-connected, hierarchical network 
model this paper presents an intermediate 
approach,which provides the allocation directly 
among the network-components. A network-compo
nent includes the circuit groups which have same 
traf:fic charac,teristics and :fall into same order 
setting up the different types of the connec-
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tions. This definition, against the definition 
lSed in [4J makes possible to handle every 
change of' the traffic states. As a criterion of 
the optimization, the maximization of the average 

, traffic throughput of the network is considered, 
which directly expresses the grade of service and 
is in adequate accordance with the charging and 
the circuit-utilization aspects. ~dopting this 
objective function the adequate ,accuracy and low 
time consumption of the calculations can be 
realized. 

In the remainder, the paper derives the average 
traffic throughput of the defined hierarchical 
network, introduces terms for the traffic effec
tiveness of investments and the sensitivity of 
the traffic throughput with respect to the spe
cific traffic. The allocation algorithm cycli
cally calculates and evaluates the effectiveness 
of the investments and simulates the traffic ef
fects of the improving extensions. The ' applicat
ion of the computerized procedure is shown with 
the aid of two numerical examples, and practical 
conclusions are drawn. 

2 THE HIERARCHI CAL NETWORK MODEL 

The average traffic throughput of a network can 
be measured by its call-efficiency E. The call 
efficiency expresses the probability that a call 
attempted from place A to place B is successfully 
carried. As E varies, so does the traffic from A 
to B. Apart from the repeated call attempts, the 
levels of efficiency Eg and E~ and the volumes 
of traffic carried, YO and Yl respectively, are 
related as follows: 

Allowing for repeated call attempts, the effi
ciency relating to the effectively offered traf
fic can be written as 

E+ (l-E),cX .E+ (l ... E) 2.0( ~E+ ••• = i-!. (i-E) 

where eX is holding factor O~o(~ 1 • In this w~ 
the ratio of the carried traffics is given as 
follows: 

Yl El' [1 -o(l-Eo)] 
Yp EO [i -o«i-El )] • 

When each unsuccessful call is repeated (0(=1), 
then Yl =Yp [5 J. 
The value of E depends on the traffic loss of the 
network and the probability of the called sub
scriber's answer. In the allocation of the in
vestment funds it is sufficient ,to consider the 
structure o:f the network, the geographical dis
tribution of the calls and the traffic loss in 
individual links of the network. 

We suppose to have a network o:f s hierarchical 
levels and that ~l the calls are originated at 
the lowest level and are intended to terminate at 
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Fig. 1. The model of considered hierarchical 
network with s = 3. 

the lowest level/Fig. 1/. Let the probability 
that a call is directed towards its own exchange 
area be PI' that the connection is linked at the 
second level be P2• Generally let Pn denote the 
probability that the highest level of the n~ 
which is required in a call attempt is n. Hence 
the successful call attempts are set up with 2n 
links. The probabilities ~n are assumed to be Xr 
dependent on the subscriber's category, and na
turally 

The overall call-efficiency of the network E 
is then given by: 

/1/ 

where En is the average call-efficiency of the 
network in handling calls requiring the use of 
the n-th level - but no higher level - for the 
successful call attempt. En may be expressed in 
terms of the losses in individual links. Number
ing the transmission sections along the longest 
connection with i=l, 2, ••• , 2s /Fig.l/, and 
letting z=2s+1, the set-up probability of a cer
tain connection is calculated as: 

n 
IT (1 - {3j).(l - (?>Z-j) n=1,2, ••• ,s 
j=l 

where ~ is the probability of call congestion 
of the used i-th type link. En is the average 
value of the set-up probabilities of the call 
attempts requiring 2n links: 

n 

En = TT (1 - (3j) (1 - (3z-j) /2/ 
j::al 

In principle En can be calculated according to 
Eq. /2/ from a knowledge of the network struc1m'e, 
the conditional junction probabilities of the 
links and the loss of the links. Really, a de
tailed investment plan needs this bulk of data. 
In practice, if the directives of the allocation 
of investment funds are' ,required, then a less 
accurate model not only satisfactory but also 
necessary. With a suitable model, the computer 
time can be considerably reduced. A simplificat
ion can be made by supposing that the average in 
Eq./2/. can be calculated factor by factor, i.e. 
that connections are built up by independently 
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selected links: 

Let us clasSify the circuit groups of the i-th 
transmission section /i=1,2, ••• ,2s/ into catego
ries characterized by their loss Bi,k /k=1,2, ••• , 
V i/ and refer to the k-th set of the circuit gt'OUp3 

in the ~th section as the network-component i,k. 
By estimating the traffic ratios 

Qi,k ~ ai,k Ai,k 
qi,k = V. 

~ Qi,t .ai,t 

where for the network-component i,k, Qi,k denoUs 
the number of circuits, ai,k the average offered 
traffic of a circuit /specific traffic/, then ~i 
may be written as: 

Vi 

(3i ~ Bi = frl qi,k Bi,k /4/ 

Substituting Eqs./3/ and /4/ into Eq./l/ the to
tal network efficiency is given in the form of: 

Vj 

L qj,k Bj,k)' 
k=l 

s n ( 
E = L Pn 11 1 

n=l j=l 

Specifying a reasonable minimum value of Bi i' ,m n 
and ~ these applied in Eq./5/ throughout, the 
desired network efficiency is given as: 

s n 
ED = L Pn TI(l - Bj ,min).(l - Bz_j ,min), 

n=l j= 

Substituting min(Bi,k; Bi,min)' th~ less value of 
the initial and the specified loss of each compo
nent, into Eq./5/ we can derive EM, an upper 
bound for the efficiency. 

3 TRAFFIC EFFECTIVENESS OF INVESTMENT 
The investment is undertaken to increase the ef
ficiency of the network from a current value of 
Eo to as high a value as possible, in actual pr~ 
tlee not more than to the maximum value EM. In 0r-

der that investment funds be properly allocated 
we evaluate the effectiveness of investment in 
each network-component from the respect of the 
quality of the whole network. 
If El is the network efficiency following invartr 
ments, the aim is to allocate the available in
vestment funds X.among the network-components so 
that ~~EI-Eo is to · be maximized. If hKi,k is the 
sum allocated for investment in the network-com
ponent i,k, then the formal expression ,of the 
constraint on the objective function is: 

~ V. 
K - L -?

i=l ~ 
/6/ 

The problem can be formulated as the maximization 
of the function 

E t ~ Hi,k' 6
K i ,k /7/ 
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wi th respect to the allocated sums 6Ki ,k' where 
Hi,k denotes the traffic effectiveness of in
vestment allocated to the network-component i,k. 
Hi,k may be calculated as the partial derivate 
of the traffic throughput of the netwonc with 
respect to Ki,k' the value of the netwonc-com-
ponent i,k, in the form of: 

BE 
/8/ 

where by introducing the specific traffic ai,k' 
the expression of Hi,k has been factorized. 

The first factor is the sensitivity of the net
work -tra!?ic -throughput with respect to the spe
cific traffic ai,k. Taking into account that an 
improving extension~Ki,k does not modify Ai,k' 
the aggregate traffic offered by the concerned 
n~_twolic component, so the ratios qi k are un-
ch~ed, we have: ' 

s 

L /9/ 
n=j 

where ~=i if i~ s, j=z-i if i.>s and using the 
Erlang s loss formula: 

oBi,k N B (_ 1 - 1 + Bi,kJ_/IO/ 
BI,k ; = a>ai,k = i,k· i,k'\ai,k / 

Here Ni ,k denotes the average number of the cir
cui ts of a circui t group in the network-compo
nen t i ,k. Because Bl k> 0, the value of Si k is 
negative.' , 

In the second factor 
Ai k 

a -~ 
i,k - ~i,k 

/11/ 

and if ci,k denotes the average cost of a cir

cuit, then Ki,k = ci,k.Qi,k. Hence 

oai,k __ 1_ .(_ Ai k) __ ai k 
aKi,k - ci,k Qi:k - Ki :k 

/12/ 

As it appears, -here we utilized only, that the 
specific traffics are inversely proportional to 
the value of network-components. 

Substituting Eqs. /9/ and /12/ into Eq. /8~ the 
traffic effectiveness 1s _obtained as: 

s 

L /13/ 
n=j 

Generally Hi,k>O. However, if Bi,k~:Bi,min' con
sequently the further development of the network 
component i,k with respect to traffic loss is 
not desired, then as a definition Hi;kcO. 

The product ai,k.Bl,k,which has an essential in
fluence on the value of Hi,k represents the re
lative sensitivity of loss of network-component 
with respect to the specific traffic: 

o Bilk = Q) Bi,k 
ai,k' C> ai,k c;>:tn ai,k 
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This sensitivity is plotted in Fig. 2 versus N, 
the average number of circuits. 

08' 

Fig.2. Sensitivity of loss with respect to 
specific traffic versus the number 
of circuits. 

N 

Naturally, the highe-r the traffic sensi tivi ty of 
loss and probability of the participation in co~ 
nections as well as the less the invested value 
of a network component is, the higher value the 
effectiveness factor has. 

Substituting qi k and Qi k into Eq. /13/ we can 
wri te: ' , 

s 

L /14/ 
n=j 

where Yi is the aggregate traffic carried by the 
section i, 1. e.: 

Vi K 
Yi = Ai.(l-~i) = ~ ai,t· i,t (1 - B ) 

Ci,t i,t 
=1 

As it appears, the effectiveness factors depend 
only on the ratio of the per circuit costs of 
the considered section. 

4 THE OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE 

The fundamental solution of the conditional ex
tremity problem defined in previous section is 
directly derived from Eq. /7/. The maximum value 
of efficiency increase is obtained, when the 
whole of the investment funds K is allocated to 
the network~component for which the Hi,k value 
is the highest. Then the efficiency increase 
-should be ~ = K.max Hi k. However, as a result 

i,k ' 
of the investment, the specific traffic, 
the loss of circuit groups of the network~com
ponent i,k decrease, the traffic offered to sub
sequent network-components increases, in conse
quence all the values Hi,k may alter. If the in-
vestment sum K in comparison with the chosen 
Ki,k is not too small, then the calculation of 
~ by the first-order sensitivities is rather 
unreliable. Therefore a real procedure is to al
locate the investment funds K in steps, taking 
into account the result of the successive in-
vestment steps. 
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Let the amount allocated at each of L steps be 
~K a K/L. The calculation proceeds as follows: 

a/ From initial data, calculate traffic effec-
tiveness factor for each network-component. 

b/ Choose the network-component with the great
est effectiveness factor and allocate funds 
.6K to it. 

" c/ Determine traffic chan~s consequent on such 
an extension. 

d/ On the basis of the new data, recalculate 
effe'ctiveness factors. 

e/ Return to point b/ and carry out the calcu-
lation sequence L times. 

A t the end of the procedure we have a share of 
the sum K among the network-components w1 th a 
resolution of l/L. In the event when none of the 
effectiveness factors Hi,k are positive, hence a 
successful extension is no more possible, after 
that step the remaining sum is disregarded. This 
would occur if the loss of each network-compo
nent has reached the prescribed value Ei,min. 

In this way the optimization problem of the 
allocation of investment funds may be solved in 
finite iteration steps by the successive calcu
lations of traffic effectiveness factors. 

In order to carry out this algorithm we need to 
know what changes occur in the network parametem 
as each fraction of the investment funds is allo-
cated /See: algorithm, point cl. ' 

The decrease of the specific traffic ai,k on an , 
extension4K in the network-component i,k can be 
obtained from Eq. /11/. Supposing that the per 
circuit cost ci,k and the aggregated traffic Ai 
are unchanged, the establishment of 6Qi ;6K/ci ,k 

new circuits results in a change .6ai ,k as: 

6K 
6a = - a i,k i,k Ki,k +~ • /15/ 

In the knowledge of the new specific traffic 
value ai,k' the loss of the circuit groups of 
type i,k is to be recalculated. We can take two 
different considerations. If the amount ~ is 
assigned to the extension of the circuit groups, 
the average dimension of the circuit groups Ni,k 
is increased inversely proportional to ai,k. If 
the amount 6K is assigned to establish new cir
cuit groups with the same dimension Ni,k' the 
traffic of the circuit groups is falling. In 
first approximation both models yield nearly 
same loss value. However, the second model pro
vides higher accuracy in practice, because the 
first one needs a rounding of the new value of 
Ni,k for the sake of the simple enumerability. 

Having the value of Bi,k the average loss ~ 
has to be recalculated. 

As an effect of the loss decrease 6Bi ,k and 

~ resp., an additional traffic quantity 

ai,k - Qi,k - 6Bi ,k = Ai • 6~ is forwarded. 
If the values after an extension are marked by 
~, then the ratio of the traffics carried can 
be written: 

~ -; 
Yi 1 - Ei 

-y:-= l+~ 
i 1 - !i 
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Supposing that the additional carried traffic is 
distributed proportionally to the original traf
fic distribution, the specific traffic of the 
subsequent network-components is to be increased 
as 

r = i + 1 , •• _/, 2 s 
t = i + 1 , ••• , r-l 
j = 1, 2, ••• , s 

where the form of the function f depends on the 
structural relationship of the sections i and r. 
The functions are not influenced by the loss of 
the concerned sections, but involves the decr~ 
of passability as the effect of the increase of 
the specific traffics at,k. Generally f<l, but 
fi,r = 1 for r = i+l,if i ~s. E.g.: 

f S ,S+2 = p l+P s- s 

Having ~,k' the loss Br,k is recalculated. 

To choose L, the number of steps, the change of 
the effectiveness factors is to be considered. 

For the network-component with greatest factor 
~h~: ) 

The approximation used is acceptable in the 
range of the high effectiveness factors. For 
the correct allocation based on the selection 
of the maximum factor H. k,the worst case needs: 

~, 

K L» 1iilli K 
i,k i,k 

5 NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

5.1 THE COMPUTER PROGRAM OPAL 

The optimiz,ation procedure has been implemented 
wi th the aid of a computer PDP-8E in language 
BASIC/OS8~ The program called OPAL identifies 
the network-components by a 4-digit code, the 
first two digits of which shows the number of 
section, the others the number of component in 
the section. The following data are needed on 
each network component: 

a/ specific offered traffic of circuits}ai,k; 

b/ average value of circuits,ci,k' compared to 
that of other circuit types; 

c/ ' average number of circuits in circuit groups, 
Ni,k; 
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d/ total invested value of the network-compo
nen~Ki,k compared to the investment resour-
ces K. 

The definition of the network model additionally 
lleeds .. rO specify the probabilities Pn and the mi-

nimum value o~ traffic losses Bi,min. 

If we handle bidirectional circuits, .e.g. sub
aeriber lines, then as a good and simple approach 
we apply double originating traffic in section 
j and double terminating traffic in section z-j. 
Naturally, the allotted sums are commonly used. 

The aforesaid definition of the network model is 
overdefined with respect to the realizability of 
the traffic processes. For avoiding that the 
program matches the traffic volumes between the 
sections, by adjusting al· the specific traffics 
ai,k" i=s+l, ••• , 2s, holding the ratios inside 
the sections; b/ the per circuit costs ci,k' 
holding the ratios inside the levels (sections 
j and z-j). (So for these parameters it is 
sufficient to specify the corresponding ratiOS.) 

Having preprocessed the data the initial, the 
desired and the maximum efficiencies of the net
work, EO' En and ~ are calculated. The allo-
cation algorithm is ended either after L steps, 
or sooner, if the further improvement is not 
required. As a result of the cyclic algorithm 
we yield the improved network efficiency El' as 
well as the participation from the available sum 
K and the changed characteristics for each net
work-component. 

Further on two numerical examples are shown and 
evaluated. 

5.2 METROPOLITAN NETWORK 

Consider a two-level metropolitan network. The 
sections 1 and 4 represents the subscribers# 
network, the sections 2 and 3 the junction net
work. Subscribers are divided into 9 categories, 
in the junction network 9 types of circuit gro~ 
are distinguished /Tab1. 1/. 

We suppose that the corresponding components of 
the section j and section z-j have the same cha
racter, and the layout cost of a subscriber 
circuit in each category and that of a junction 
circuit in each type are equal. Let the proba
bility that the caller· and the called subscriber 
belong to the same eKchange be PI = 0,1 and thus 
P2 = 0,9. Having adjusted these input data, the 
call-efficiency is given as EO = 0,5651. 

Results of the analysis are presented for three 
cases: 

Case 1. Sum to be shared: K = 60. /For 5 years 
this represents an annual growth in 
value of 6 %/. Minimum losses are spe
cified as Bi,min = 0 for all .i. 

Case 2. K = 60; B1,min = B4,min = 20 %, 
B2,min = B3,min = 0,2 %. 

Case 3. K = 20 fan annual growth in value of 
2.1 % for 5 years/; Bi.,min = O. 

Calculations have been carried out with a reso
lution of 0,2 per cent. The percentage distri
butions of the available .funds are shown in 
Tabl. 2. /Components not listed have a value 
of 0 %~/ 

In Case 1, by the full allocation of K=60 the 
loss reduced below 18,7 % and 15,8 % resp. in 
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subscribers' categories and below 0,8 % in the 
junction networLIn Case 2 only 69,2 % of the gum 
available /i.e. 41,52/ has been required and as a 
consequence of the low B2,min=B3,min the ratio of 
the allocation between the two levels has been 
changed for sake of the junction network. -

Table 1. C~~acteristics of network-components 
in sections 1, 2. 

Code ~,k Nl,k Kl,k 

101 0,04 1 15 Residence station access 
lines 

102 0,08 1 18 Party lines 
103 0,15 1 10 Business station access 

lines 
104 0,5 1 10 PBX lines 
105 0,3 1 1 Subexchange junotion 

lines 
106 0,4 1 1,5 " 
107 0,5 1 1,5 " 
108 0,6 1 1,5 " 
109 0,7 1 1,5 " 

Code a2,k N2,k K2,k 

201 0,7 40 4 
202 0,65 80 2,5 
203 0,85 80 2,5 
204 0,7 120 4 
205 0,9 120 4 
206 0,75 208 3,5 
207 0,95 208 3,5 
208 0,8 416 3 
209 0,99 416 3 

Components in junotion network gained roughly 
equivalent absolute amounts in these cases. The 
sequence of allocation was calculated as: 209, 
109, 309, 109, 409, 109, 207, 108, 307 etc., it 
means that on the basis of the original data the 
component No.209 has shown the greatest traffic 
effectiveness of investment. In Oase 3, where 

Tabl. 2. Percentage distribution of investment 
funds. 

Code Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

104, 404 25 22,8 16.8 12 25.6 19.2 
105, 405 1 0.8 0.4 0.2 0 0 
106, 406 2.6 2.4 1.6 1 1.6 0.8 
107, 407 3.8 3.4 2.6 1.8 4 3 
108, 408 5 4.6 3.6 2.8 6.2 5 
109, 409 6.4 5.8 4.6 3.6 8.4 7 

201, 301 1 1 1.8 1.8 0 0 
202, 302 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 
203, 303 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.2 
204, 304 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 0 0 
205, 305 2 1.8 2.2 2 2.8 2.6 
206, 306 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 
207, 307 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.6 3 2.8 
208, 308 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 
209, 309 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.4- 2.8 2.6 

Improved 0.7357 0.6946 0.6449 efficienqr 
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the losses in the section 1 are reduced only be
low 24.8 %, it is recognized that less additional 
traffic is forwarded to the subsequent sections. 
Besides we can observe greater differences bet
ween the percentagea which indicates that firstly 
the amounts are allocated to abolish the bottle' 
necks of the network, the remainder of the sum 
available is approximately allocated in propor
tion to the total value invested of the compo
nents. From the results it appears that the 
greater part of the investment fuIlds assigned to 
improve the traffic throughput of the network 
should be invested "in the subscribers' level. 
Participation ratios reflect the overload level 
of subscriber circuits and the number of main 
lines CIf subscribers' categories. 

5.3 TRUNK NETWORK 

This example demonstrates the allocation of ~ 
assigned to the improving extension of nation
wide telephone trunk network. Let the network 
consist of 4 levels, and 8 components for each 
section. The components are created from the set 
of typical circuit groups with similar dimensio~ 
traffic load and un! t cost. The extreme values 
of specific traffics and dimensions for each 
level and the total invested value of levels are 
indicated in Tabl. ~. The probabilities, defined 
to characterize the distribution of calls aref 
PI = 0,3, ~2 = 0,3, ?3 = 0,2, ~4 = 0.2. On the 
basis of these data the traffic throughput of 
the network would be EO = 0,5657. 

Tabl. 3. Characteristics of network levels 

Level aj,k Nj,k Kj 

1. subscriber 
network 0.04 · .. 0.5 1 2x45 

2. terminal-
group 0.4 · .. 0.75 3 ••• 30 2x20 

3. group-
zone 0.45 · .. 0.8 6 ••• 60 2x20 

4. zone-
regional 0.55 · .. 0.95 12 ••• 120 2x20 

Minimum loss values to cut the allocation are 
chosen as follows: Bl,min = B8 ,min = 0,1; 
B2,min = B7 ,min = 0,01; the others are 0.002. 
Consequently, as a specified call-efficiency is 
derived En = 0.7968 as an upper bound ~=O.835. 

Por comparison the allocation of two different 
amounts has been tested: 

Case 1. K = 30, representing an annual growth 
in 2,7 % for 5 years. . 

Case 2. K = 70, an annual growth in 6 % for the 
same interval. 

Calculations have been carried out with an ac
curacy of 0.2 per cent. The allocated extension 
funds and the percentage distributions of total 
investment funds can be found for each level in 
Tabl. 4. 

The sum available has been fully allocated in 
both cases. From the results it emerged that so 
modest sum as K = 30 lease 11 brings on a consi
derable increase in the network efficiency. The 
additional increase of the efficiency attained 
in Case 2 is smaller, though we invested more 
than double sum. 

Augmenting the available funds, the sums allo
cated to the' levels were considerably increased 
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in case of every level, however the proportions 
of them Significantly changed •. At the greater in
vestment possibilities we can recognize the de
crease of the differences between the allocation 
percentage& The majority of funds available is 
allocated to the lowest level, the local /sub
scriber/ network in both cases. The loss values 
in subscriber lines become smaller than 18,3 % 
in CafBl, 14.3 % in . Oase 2, the highest speci
fic traffics 0.223 and 0.167 Erlang, respectiv~ 

Tabl. 4. Allocation of investment funds. 

Level Case 1 Case 2 

1 29.56 65.2 % 37.1 53 % 
2 6.18 20.6 % 15.96 22.8 % 
3 2.70 9.0 '%" 9.66 13.8 96 
4 1.56 5.2 % 7.28 10.4 % 

Improved 0.6434 0.7041 efficiency 

In the level 2 ••• 4 the additional sums allocated 
in Case 2 considerably decreased the left inho
mogenities. The percentages in Tabl. 4 indicates 
the influence of the participation probability 
in connections. 

6 APPLICATION OF PROOEDURE FOR IMPROVING 
AVAILABILITY 

Applying the defined hierarchical network model 
the formulation and the procedure can be used to 
allocate a given amount for improving other ~s 
of the quality parameters, technical availabi
lity, service availability. The allocation would 
take for granted the improvement of the quality 
parameter wi thout changing the network structure. 
For service aVailability the corresponding traf
fic relations [6J should pe applied in the ex
pressions. Por technical availability, disregard
ing the traffic consequences of the improving ex
tensions, we can use simpler, symmetrical net
~ork model. Characterizing the circuit groups by 
their down-time-ratio DTR: 

D - mean time for a rerair 
- mean tIme betweenaIiures' 

we can take that the circuit groups in the cor
responding components of the sections j and z-j 
have the same DTR characteristics. Thus, the net
work availability is derived as: s s n( h )2 

F = ~ Pn · Fn = L Pn , TI 1- L qj kDj,k 
~ n=l j=l k=l' 

The allocation of the sum K aSSigned to improve 
the availability is based on the effectiveness 
faotors 

a F a F 8~j'k 
Hj,k =C)Kj,k = 8D j ,k 8 j,k 

where Kj,k is the amount invested for the current 
availability of the joint network-component j,k 
/j=1,2, ••• ,s, k=1,2, ••• ;Vj /. If the DTR values 
are inversely proportional to Kj k' then we ob-
tain: ' 

q D s 
H 2 j,k· j~ ~ Pn·Fn • 

j,k Kj,k.(l- j) ~ 

where n; is the average DTR in the level j accor
ding to Eq. /4/. The sum 6K allocated in an allo
cation step to improve the availability yields a 
decrease of the DTR of the concerned joint net
work-component as: 
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6K 
~D = -D j ,k j ,k K j ,k + 6K 

The optimal reallocation of 6Kj ,k' the total 
sum allocated to the joint component j,k for in
creasing MTBF of the equipments and decreasing 
the repair time has been presented in[7J,[8J. 

7 CONCLUSION 

The presented computer-aided method gives a nu
merical proposal for the allocation policy of 
available investment funds to improve the qua
lity of an existing or a planned network by ex
tensions. The funds are allocated in a defined 
star-connected network model to the individual 
sets Qf circuit groups as to the components of 
network .. By finite ' iterative steps the procedure 
provides an optimal solution with respect to the 
network traffic throughput. The test problems 
show that by taking into account the traffic in
terrelations of the network components under the 
allocation process, the modification of the re
sults seems to be important. On the other hand 
it has been found that having abolished the 
bottlenecks of the network, the extension of a 
network component is proportional to the parti
cipation probability in the connections and the 
amounts already invested. 

The procedure can also be used to solve allo
cation problems relating to the network availa
bility as well as to determine the necessary 
investment funds to given network quality para
meters. 
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